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Intelligent 3-axis Camera Stabilizer

Crane Plus is an intelligent 3-axis camera stabilizer 

which with AI technology. Featuring the newest 

SmartFollow, POV Mode, NightLapse and 

MotionMemory based on a dedicated APP, it allows 

intelligent object tracking and stunning long exposure 

timelapse. MotionMemory can help to set up and 

save advanced camera movements. A POV mode 

unlocks more possibilities for dramatic shooting. 

Filming has never been so easy and so smart.

FEATURES

MotionMemory POV Mode SmartFollow

Using the MotionMemory feature with 
Crane Plus allows you to set up advanced 
camera movements and save them so 
Crane Plus will remember them for the 
future. It will even remember all of your 
timelapse settings like the interval, number 
of shots and duration.

Crane Plus adds a newly designed POV 
mode that allows for additional camera 
movement by providing up to 45° of 
synchronous motion on the roll axis. What 
this means is that rather than Crane Plus 
keeping the camera level when you roll 
left or right, in POV mode it moves with 
you, rolling your camera left or right, up-
to 45°.

Crane Plus even allows higher-precision 
object tracking with an intelligent image 
recognition system. Draw a box around 
the object you want to track on the phone 
screen, then your Crane Plus can easily 
track the moving object and do all the 
work for you! 

DO PLUS  
PLAY PLUS



A Massive Capable
Payload of 2.5kg

Full Set of AccessoriesCustomizable ScenesNightLapse

All-in-one Design

Using our cutting-edge, 6th generation 
Instune Algorithm System, Crane Plus can 
handle an impressive payload capacity of 
up-to 2.5kg (5.51lbs). 

Crane Plus includes a lineup of 
accessories to help you get shooting 
straight away. You get an anti-slip 
grip, camera cables for phone control 
& charging, as well as an aluminium 
tripod for extended use.

Crane Plus can be set up to meet your 
precise stabilization needs. Save all settings 
to personalize your gimbal experience. Go 
beyond the standard set up with Crane 
Plus.

Using Crane Plus with NightLapse, you 
can capture stunning star trails, moving 
night time traffic, capture the passage of 
time over beautiful midnight landscapes,  
all with the stunning motion and stability 
that only Crane Plus can provide.

Crane Plus comes with a camera cable that 
can control both your camera and stabilizer. 
Combined with the ZY Play app, Crane Plus 
helps you shoot beautiful motion timelapse 
and panoramas.

12Hours
Extensive Battery Runtime

POV
Mode

2.5 KG
Max Payload



 Operation Voltage 9.8V-12.6V

Operation Current 110mA-6000mA

Operation Temperature -10°C-45°C

Operation Time 12h-18h Well balanced with camera mounted

Weight 1250g Excluding batteries

Tilt Angle Range 320° -135°-185°

Roll Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Pan Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Payload 500g-3200g

Zhiyun reserves the right to change the product design and specifications, including but not limited to size, color, and etc. Picture for reference only.

A C C E S S O R I E S

CRANE 2 Specs

ZHIYUN APP

Mini Dual  Gr ip
Motion Sensor Remote 

Control  with Fol low Focus  
Servo Fol low Focus

Dual  Handle

Shoulder Bracket 5.5” Display Monitor

1/4” Thread Metal  Holder 
with F lex ib le P ipe

Extension Ring
with 1/4”Thread

Camera Cheese P late 
with 1/4”Thread

Telescopic Monopod

ZY Play is a powerful app dedicated for Zhiyun stabilizer users. 
With it, you can remote control your camera and gimbal.

Open the app, you will find the world’s biggest video sharing 
community for stabilizer lovers - Lightollector, with detailed 
stabilizer tutorials and amazing footage created and shared 
by users worldwide. 

ZY Play

Lightollector


